
Intramural Wiffleball
Bruin Cup Points: 1st - 300 pts. 2nd - 150 pts. 3rd - 75 pts.

STARTING THE GAME

1. All players must be dressed in the same or similar uniform. All uniforms must have a 4
inch or 6 inch number displayed on the front or on the back of the uniform shirt. If the
entire team does not have the same or similar uniform shirt, then the entire team MUST
wear scrimmage jerseys supplied by the Intramural staff.

2. 10 players is the maximum number of players on a team for any given game. You may
bat the entire roster if you choose to. The maximum number of players on the defensive
field is 5. The minimum needed to play in the defensive field is 4. There will be no
catcher position, defensive positions consist of two infielders and two outfielders.

3. If there are multiple divisions ex. recreational and competitive, a player may only play in
one division.

4. There will be a coin toss to determine home and visitor. Visitor bats first.
5. Any line-up change must be reported to the umpire every half inning. You can add from

the roster to the bottom of the line-up. The rosters will be set for the rest of the
tournament at the beginning of the first tournament game being played.

6. Any team failing to report and ready to play at game time shall forfeit to their opponents
after a (10) minute grace period.

7. Each forfeiting team will be charged $14.50 before reinstatement to the league.

PLAYING THE GAME

1. No jewelry or jeans. Players cannot wear open-toed or open-heeled shoes or any
non-athletic shoes or clothing. No metal cleats. The game will be played barehanded
(gloves are not allowed).

2. Players must use our bats and balls.
3. Throw to your own team over or under hand. The batter has 3 pitches to put the ball in

play. The batter may foul two pitches off, but then has to put the third pitch in play or it is
an out. The Offensive team’s pitcher needs to pitch the ball and then become stationary;
attempting to not interfere with play once the ball has been hit. If there is unintentional
interference then play resumes, but if the referee feels there was interference that could
have been avoided or that was intentional then the runner will be called out.

4. The pitcher will be given three balls before facing each batter. There will not be a catcher,
balls are to be retrieved by the referee behind the plate.



5. No charging home plate or any of the other bases. Players must make a legitimate attempt
to get around somebody trying to make a tag.

6. YOU CAN NOT THROW THE BALL AT ANY PLAYER AT ANY TIME. If you can
tag a runner in between bases with the ball in your hand the runner is out. But any base
runner that is hit by a batted ball is OUT. (If they are hit while they are still standing on
the base, then they are safe).

7. No bunting, stealing, hit batters or leading off; if you leave the base before the ball is hit
or intentionally bunt (up to officials’ discretion), you are automatically called out.

8. A regulation Game is 7 innings or 60 minutes played: The home team must have the last
at bat. No new inning will begin after 50-minute mark in a game.

9. Any game that goes into extra innings will begin with the team that is up to bat placing a
Runner, which will be the player who last made an out the inning prior on second base to
start the inning.

10. Mercy Rule: 15 run-lead after 4 innings or 10 run-lead after 5 innings

REC GYM RULES (Only applicable if weather conditions prevent us from playing
outdoors)

1. If a batted ball hits the ceiling, rafters, walls or basketball goals (basically anything in the
gym) the ball is live and played as LIVE wherever it lands. If it lands in fair territory, it is
a fair ball. If the ball hits the ceiling and lands in foul territory, then it is foul. Line drives
off of the walls will be called based on where they hit the wall.

2. If the ball is hit and gets stuck on a ledge by any window, this is a ground rule double.
3. No diving or sliding while running the bases
4. The entire gym will be the playing space, so please leave your stuff in lockers downstairs

or in a confined space by the check in area in the gym.

**The Intramural staff reserves the right to implement a new rule or remove a rule at any time to
further improve the game and the experience.**


